
Welcome to the Autumn Edition

Our main article in this edition looks at

a recent decision affecting the return of

forfeited deposits, a somewhat vexed

subject made more complicated where

the parties agree a deposit in excess of

10% which might be treated by the

courts as a penalty and as such

refundable in full.

Meanwhile the government’s

consultation on empty rates relief has

closed and it remains to be seen what

account, if any, they take of the very

vocal objections from the industry to

the proposals. Particularly given the

uncertainties in the market, the periods

for relief of three months (for most

properties) and six months (for

industrial and warehouse) do look short.
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Forfeiture of deposits 
Real estate lawyers will have to rethink

their drafting in respect of land sale

deposits in the light of a recent High

Court decision. It is, except for

institutional purchasers, a universal

requirement of sale contracts in

England and Wales that the purchaser

pay a deposit on exchange of contracts,

usually 10%. It is equally universal for

the contract to provide for the

forfeiture of the deposit if the

purchaser fails to complete on time and

also fails to comply with a notice to

complete. However, by virtue of

Section 49(2) of the Law of Property

Act 1925, the Court has a discretion to

grant relief and order the repayment of

a deposit.

The drafting that real estate lawyers

may now have to reconsider is the oft-

seen provision that s.49(2) is not to

apply. That is an amendment to

standard conditions that has been

introduced in recent years in an

attempt to contract out and oust the

application of s.49(2). Up until June of

this year, there had been no formal

Court ruling on the point but academic

thinking had been that such

contracting-out provisions probably

worked. However, in Aribisala -v- St

James Homes (Grosvenor Docks)

Limited (2007), the High Court ruled

to the contrary. That decision

concerned a sale of a property for

£2.16m in respect of which the

purchaser paid the usual 10% deposit

on exchange of contracts. Because of

problems with raising finance, the

purchaser was unable to complete the

contract. The vendor served a notice to

complete and, on the failure by the

purchaser to comply with that notice,

the vendor elected to rescind the

contract and sought to forfeit the

deposit relying upon the contractual

forfeiture provisions. The purchaser

sought relief from the Court under

s.49(2) to recover his deposit and the

vendor, in response, sought to defend

its retention of the deposit on the basis

of a contracting-out provision excluding

the seeking of relief from forfeiture.

The Court reviewed the matter in

some detail and held that it was not

possible for parties to contract to

exclude the provisions of s.49(2). It

said that that section did not confer a

right on contracting parties. What

s.49(2) did was confer jurisdiction on

the Court, exercisable at its discretion,

to order the repayment of any deposit

paid by a purchaser. The Court said

that a contracting-out provision in a sale

contract was one that purported to oust

the jurisdiction of the Court and, on

well established authority, such a

provision was void and of no effect on

the ground of public policy. As a

consequence, the purchaser could seek
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Maria Cull 
Maria has joined the firm as a partner specialising in environmental law. She has wide experience dealing

with environmental risk associated with real estate transactions including brownfield regeneration projects.

Recent experience includes: acting for Anschutz Entertainment Group on contaminated land risk issues

associated with the acquisition and development of the Millennium Dome (O2) , Greenwich, London, an

Olympics 2012 venue; acting for UK Department of Trade and Industry on environmental risk issues

associated with nuclear clean-up arrangements in the UK including the implementation of primary

legislation and creation of the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority, and acting for National Grid

Commercial Holdings Ltd (formerly Lattice Group Holdings) on the environmental risk issues associated

with the development of an LNG terminal in an environmentally sensitive area in the UK.

Laura Burrows
Laura Burrows has joined the Real Estate practice group as an assistant. She qualified as a lawyer in

September 2007, having joined the firm as a trainee in 2005. Laura deals with a variety of general

commercial property matters including advising both landlords and tenants in lease negotiations and on

management matters, including licences to alter, assign and underlet and representing both sellers and

buyers in the sale and purchase of commercial property.

Kelly D’Arcy
Kelly has recently qualified as an assistant in the Environment, Land Use and Natural Resources practice

group of the London office. Kelly joined the firm as a trainee lawyer in 2005 and as part of her training

contract she gained experience within the Real Estate, Financial Services and Commercial Litigation

practice groups. Matters to date with which Kelly has been involved have included conducting due

diligence on planning and environment issues on a major business park acquisition in the midlands,

instructing Counsel on a compulsory purchase order and a judicial review claim, drafting planning

obligations for a developer client and considering waste/landfill issues. Kelly is also a member of UKELA

and a regular pro-bono advisor at the Battersea Legal Advice centre.

relief from forfeiture of his deposit

under s.49(2). The decision, though it

does seem right, could be overturned

on appeal by the Court of Appeal or by

a future decision. However, until that

happens, real estate lawyers will have

to revisit their standard drafts and

perhaps seek additional ways of

securing the position of their vendor

clients from the risk of purchaser

default.
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� 27 Knightsbridge

We acted for Henderson Central

London Office Fund on the sale of

the office building 27

Knightsbridge to Morley Fund

Management for £100.1 million.

Tenants of the 65,000sq ft building

include hedge funds and specialist

fund managers such as Allianz

Specialised Investments, Cairn

Capital, Oaktree Capital

Management and Clariden Asset

Management.

Real Estate partners Wayne Smith

and Christian Major led the K&L

Gates team.

� Retirement Villages Limited

Retirement Villages Limited has

completed a £6.4 million corporate

acquisition. This included two

high-end retirement villages, one of

which is built and one a

development site.

Retirement Villages Limited is an

established developer, owner and

operator of retirement villages in

the UK, and was advised on the

acquisition by Real Estate partner

Elizabeth Shell and Corporate

partner Nick Wargent.

� Waterloo Road

Real Estate associate Fiona

McPhilips recently acted on behalf

of Irish investors in the acquisition

and funding of a property in

Waterloo Road, London SE1 for a

price in excess of £25 million.
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Who to Contact

For further information contact

Steven Cox steven.cox@klgates.com T: +44 (0)20 7360 8213
Milton McIntosh milton.mcintosh@klgates.com T: +44 (0)20 7360 8259
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Rent Reviews
Where a rent review clause provided

that, if by the review date the rent had

not been agreed and no written request

for the appointment of an independent

surveyor had been made by the

landlord, the rent passing was to

continue until the next review date, it

was held that, once the review date had

passed, it was too late for the landlord

to initiate the review.

Comment: There was sufficient

contraindication to rebut the

presumption that time was not of the

essence.

Secretary of State for Communities &

Local Government - v - Standard

Securities, ChD

Options
In a dispute regarding the enforcement

of an option to purchase land, the Court

held that a delay in the completion of

the sale did not, without more, allow

the parties to treat the contract as

repudiated.

Comment: Time was not of the

essence unless the contract so provided

or one party made time of the essence

by service of notice to complete.

Ahmed - v - Wingrove, ChD

Legal cases 

Enfranchisement
Tenants of a block of flats served

notice to enfranchise collectively under

the Leasehold Reform, Housing and

Urban Development Act 1993. The

landlord served a counter-notice stating

that the tenants' notice was invalid.

The tenants then served a further

notice. It was held that the tenants

were not prohibited from serving that

further notice.

Comment: There was no "withdrawal"

of a valid notice that would have

precluded service of the further notice.

Sinclair Gardens Investments

(Kensington) - v- Poets Chase Freehold

Co, ChD

Restrictive Covenants
A land owner sought the modification

of a restrictive covenant to permit

redevelopment of a house into five

separate dwellings. The Lands

Tribunal refused the application as the

covenant was of practical benefit and

value to the adjoining land owner who

had the benefit of the covenant.

Comment: Modification under s.84(1)

of the LPA 1925was refused even

though the proposed development was

reasonable.

Re Vince's application, LT

Repairs
The Court of Appeal has held that the

assurance given to a tenant by an

original landlord that no schedule of

dilapidations would be served at the

end of the lease did not bind the

subsequent purchaser of the original

landlord's interest. It said that no

collateral contract had been created;

the only contract was the lease.

Comment: If a collateral contract had

been created, it would have been

unenforceable unless it complied with

s.2 of the Law of Property

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1989.

Business Environment Bow Lane - v -

Deanwater Estates, CA

Right of light
Where a lease reserved to a landlord

the right to build on adjoining land, it

was held that such a reservation could

operate as an agreement or consent for

the purposes of s.3 of the Prescription

Act 1832 and prevent the acquisition of

rights of light by the tenant.

Comment: Where a reservation only

seeks only to prevent the creation of

easements by express or implied of

grant, a tenant could subsequently

acquire a right of light by prescription.

RHJ - v - FT Patten (Holdings), ChD


